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Life without Pluto
Notes from the 11th House by Joyce Hopewell

On 24th August 2006 a group of Planets, describe Pluto as one of the three transpersonal
scientists and astronomers got together planets saying, “The stimulation of Pluto’s energy makes
in Prague and decided to demote the us experience an expansion of consciousness affecting all
status of Pluto from planet to dwarf of our lives”. Would we want to be without this?
planet. Their decision came after a lengthy period of
How would it be to interpret a chart and give a
search for the definition of what a planet is.
consultation without including Pluto? What changes
On 16th August 2014 I visited the Jodrell Bank would it make to your own chart and your understanding
Observatory with two children aged 8 and 10. The of yourself if Pluto was no longer there? Pluto offers
Observatory has a brand new visitor centre and I was opportunities in life for us to transform ourselves and
looking forward to seeing how they had reconfigured the our ways of thinking and move on. It can encourage us
site and displayed the old brass observational sextants to boldly go where we’ve not been before, sometimes
and other instruments, including the famous mechanical plumbing our inner depths and spaces and demanding
orrery with its planets orbiting the Sun. I was very that we make ourselves anew. An Age Point aspect to
disappointed. All of these had gone, along with the Pluto can trigger this process, or a Pluto transit to another
Planetarium which had offered interactive quizzes and planet in the chart. With Pluto right on the AC in my
visual high speed trips across the galaxy.
chart, aspecting a significant personal planet, I’d feel a bit
In their place were
lost, disempowered
two very modern
and diminished if
buildings with slick
it wasn’t there. It’s
display boards, often
offered me many
accompanied by a
personal insights and
video but not much
that’s what has helped
else. Equipment and
me to change and
fun experiments in
grow. We’ll come to
the hands-on area for
grief if we try to use
children had been
Pluto’s energy to gain
reduced and the two
personal power and
children I was with
control over someone
soon lost interest as
or something. But
there was little to
we can learn to use
engage them. In one
the energies of the
area, empty apart from
transpersonal planets,
displays on the wall
not for ourselves, but
and a large modern
for those things which
Lovell Radio Telescope, Jodrell Bank, Cheshire
orrery
suspended
affect the collective,
from the ceiling, we searched out and named the planets. embracing change, transformation and the good clear
Pluto, long demoted, wasn’t there and I explained to the out and spring clean that goes with it.
children why it wasn’t there, also telling them it had been
Reflecting on my disappointment that Jodrell Bank
discovered in 1930. The new visitor centre may be state had changed and become more slick and glitzy, I can raise
of the art, presenting bang up to the minute modern a smile at the thought of Pluto at work in this complete
science, but all sense of the history of discovery behind it makeover. Gone is the old, the history and the links with
had been erased.
the astronomical past. However, the best part of the visit
This got me thinking about how life, for those was a guided walk around the enormous, and famous,
heretical beings amongst us who dare to claim we are Lovell Radio Telescope. Like following the stations of the
astrologers, would be without Pluto. OK, so Pluto has cross in a church, we were taken to a series to display
been around a relatively short time and its discovery and boards around the perimeter of the telescope. I learned
subsequent inclusion in charts and interpretations is also more in the short talks at each than I ever have about –
relatively new. But its discovery, after lengthy research yes – the history of this impressive piece of engineering,
by Clyde Tombaugh, coincided with the start of an era once the largest radio telescope in the world but now
of world war and disruption, brought to a halt by the demoted to the third largest.
dropping of the atomic bomb. Astrologically Pluto is
In the makeover, the baby wasn’t quite thrown out
often feared, or at least treated with due caution and with the bathwater after all. I wonder – did Pluto get the
respect as it can herald big changes and upheavals often last laugh here?
leading to transformation. The Hubers, in their book The
¤¤¤¤¤
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News and Comment
New APA Website
After some delays, the new APA Website is now
published, thanks to the efforts of Jane Brooks with Joyce
and Barry Hopewell. Here is one of the images featured
on the front page.

Why have we changed it? Well the old site was
becoming out of date and difficult to manage, and
everything had to be done by our webmaster Jane.
This new site is produced under the modern
WordPress platform, and enables people other than Jane
to make changes. We’ve tried to simplify the content to
make things easier and clearer. It will also look much
better on the smaller screens of tablets and phones.
One possible downside is that any hyperlinks you
may have to pages on the old site will no longer work.
Also, we have removed little-used features such as the
Huber Forum, AstroChat and historic articles. If we have
have missed out something you would rather like to be
still there, please let us know!
The site also has an integrated blog, on which this is
one of the first posts. This allows brief or longer articles
to broadcast the latest news and thinking. We invite all
members of APA to submit possible contributions to the
blog, and you can also choose to make comments on
blog posts.
We are also integrated with Twitter, and you can see
the latest tweets from @astpsy on the right hand side of
every page but the first one.
And do look at and comment on the ‘slider’ on the
front page. Let us know if there are any key messages
missing – and send any better images you may have.
Send your input to
Jane (webmaster@astrologicalpsychology.org) or
Barry (editor@astrologicalpsychology.org).

Future Issues of Conjunction
As your editor, I feel that it is important to highlight
that recent issues of Conjunction are increasingly being
sustained by a small number of contributors, which is
the reason that I have for this issue broken my ‘normal’
rule of not including more than one article by any one
individual author.
So my first suggestion to you the reader is that you
consider whether you yourself might make some suitable
contribution, perhaps based on your earlier course work,
or on your current practice or interests. Or just write
down your thoughts about a book you have read that is
relevant.
The second factor I have to take into account is the
relationship between Conjunction and the blog on our
new website. The blog clearly gives the capability of
publishing more timely information, whereas Conjunction
is published with a more leisurely beat, but what this
relationship is probably depends on the rate of input,
and also on possibly emerging convergence technologies.
The third factor is my own involvement as both
Conjunction editor and more recently maintaining
content on the new website, which has inexorably
followed the rule that people who volunteer to get things
going often get lumbered! At the same time, I am going
through a natural period of reassessment of priorities, as
my Age Point passes through the 12th house Low Point
and over the Crossing Point, preparatory to encountering
Pluto on the AC in 2 years time!
Taking all these factors into account, I propose to
change the frequency of Conjunction issues to 6-monthly,
on an experimental basis. The next issue will therefore be
in May 2015. If you don’t like it, the answer lies in your
own hands:
•

volunteer to co-ordinate the blog

•

offer to guest edit (an) issue(s) of Conjunction

•

submit one or more articles or reviews!
Love to all,
Barry (editor@astrologicalpsychology.org)

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following students have successfully completed their studies:

Foundation Course ‘B’
Miguel Malagreca (Italy)
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Free Huber Charts
Many readers will recall that there was for some time a
'free chart' facility available on the APA website, which
linked through to a free facility provided by Cathar
Software. As some users experienced problems, this
facility was removed some time ago, pending resolution
of the problems.
It has now come to our attention that a 'free Huber
chart' facility is now available on www.astro.com (from
front page go to 'extended chart selection', and don't
forget to select 'Koch houses'). This provides free
Huber-style natal, house and nodal charts plus chart
data and age progression dates, which can be viewed on
screen or printed off. The charts are not to the highest
standards, and certainly do not have the flexibility of
the Cathar Windows programmes MegaStar, Regulus
and AstroCora, but they should prove adequate for
many purposes. Some may find the glyph used for
Pluto annoying, and it is not that recommended in the
APA courses.
You can store the data for up to 4 charts without
registering, or up to 100 charts if you register. There is
also a range of subscription options for higher quality
etc.
Even if you have Cathar software you might at
times find this web-based facility of use, as you should
be able to use it over WiFi from a tablet such as iPad or
various Android/Windows/Web devices.
We would be interested to hear from any users
of this feature, particularly if you find any problems
with using it. If anyone feels like investigating it and
reviewing it for Conjunction they would be most
welcome.
The site also includes a vast array of other nonHuber chart formats and options for those interested
in other aspects of astrology.
Of course, you probably know that www.astro.
com also contains other resources, including the Lois
Rodden database of birth data for well-known people.
Goodwood Revival
In September Goodwood staged a memorable Revival
event to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the
founding of the Air Force base whose outer perimeter
road became the modern race track.
The ‘West Sussex at War’ parade involve more than
600 vehicles on the circuit, and Lancaster bombers,
honouring the part the airfield and its surrounding
towns and villages played in the Second World War.
APA founder Richard Llewellyn was among
25 D-Day veterans introduced to showgoers and
honoured for their contribution to the war effort by
Lord March.
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Free chart produced by astro.com

The same chart produced by MegaStar

Maggie’s Musings
A Map of Happiness ……?

Some years ago I went on a weekend
course about Positive Psychology.
I enjoyed it, filed away my notes
and then forgot about it… More
recently ‘The Happy City’ Project in Bristol began and
a ‘Happiness Habits’ course was advertised. I enrolled
and have to say it was one of the best practical eight
week courses I’ve attended – and as a learning junkie I’ve
attended a lot!So I’ve been working to develop happiness
and wellbeing themes for my astrological coaching work.
Positive Psychology – an applied science – runs a
Masters course in the UK and is supported by a growing
research base. For example, it seems that whilst 50% of
our outlook on happiness is set by inherited factors and
early upbringing, 10% is down to circumstances. That
leaves 40% which according to new understanding about
neural plasticity suggests we can become more positive
in our outlook given commitment and regular practice.
Where is happiness to be found in the Natal Chart
and what exactly am I referring to? Positive Psychology
describes two sorts – hedonism and eudaimonic
happiness – and I have been focusing especially on
the latter which is more than just about feeling good.
There are many aspects to eudaimonic happiness such
as discovering meaning, being hopeful, playing to our
strengths and savouring the good moments in life: past,
future and present; other aspects are building gratitude,
connecting and giving.

APA Contacts
Course Administration - Ghislaine Adams
course.enquiries@astrologicalpsychology.org, +44 (0)1394 610104
Web Master - Jane Brooks = webmaster@astrologicalpsychology.org
Membership - Trish Crawford
membership@astrologicalpsychology.org, +44 (0)7975 721877
Treasurer - Sue Parker* - suellysfaen@talktalk.net

How does this relate to the enormous problems the
Earth faces at this time – such as environmental and
climate change? Many believe there has to be a shift in
consciousness one person at a time until eventually we
reach a critical mass and there is a collective change.
In fact Adrian Ross Duncan in his book, Astrology –
Transformation and Empowerment (page 5) says that
“when a (new) force is perceived and measured, it
seems to have philosophical repercussions, which slowly
sift down through society, until the fabric of collective
consciousness is subtly reconstituted”.
I’m passionate about astrological psychology because
it supports growth of self-awareness, especially the Natal
Chart – and I’m sure the potential ‘Happiness Factor’ can
be found here in many ways. For example, the impact
of natal Saturn in the 5th in opposition to my Scorpio
Moon had a big impact on me for many, many years.
Now as I write this, Saturn is transiting my natal Moon
and my awareness of how this affects me – especially
physically and emotionally - is helpful when I consider
practising happiness strategies to help nurture myself at
this time.
I’ve wondered about trying to develop a virtual
learning group around this and if anyone is interested
in getting in touch, I would be very pleased to hear from
them! I’ve just opened a Facebook Page called “Happy
Astro Granny” and can also be reached easily by email.
Warmest wishes
Maggie Jeffery
www.maggiejeffery.co.uk
maggiejeffery2@hotmail.co.uk
Publications & Conjunction Editor - Barry Hopewell*
editor@astrologicalpsychology.org
Principal Emeritus - Joyce Hopewell - api.principal@zen.co.uk
Company Secretary - David Kerr* - david@djmkerr.wanadoo.co.uk
Trustees - Indicated by * in the above
Tutors - See www.astrologicalpsychology.org

APA BOOKSHOP

HUBER CHART DATA SERVICE

On-line at www.astrologicalpsychology.org

A comprehensive range of data & charts on paper or
acetate produced to a very high standard using Megastar

books, booklets, CD’s, second-hand books
related to the Hubers and astrological psychology
10% discount to APA members
Contact Linda Tinsley for a current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY
tel: +44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE

AstroCora, Megastar, Regulus, Regulus Student Edition
Advice and software on CD: Elly Gibbs, Huber Software Distribution
27 Lombardy Ave, Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: +44(0)151-677-0779, email: software.huber@btinternet.com
Software download: www.catharsoftware.com

Natal House & Node Charts + Click – Integration
Dynamic Quadrants –Transits – Progressions
– Personal Rays – Relationship Charts …
Contact Richard Llewellyn, Huber Chart Data Service,
27 Lombardy Ave., Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: 0151-606-8551, email: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com
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Clint Eastwood – The Man with No Name
by Joyce Hopewell
Joyce takes a look at the chart of prolific actor and film director Clint Eastwood. This article first
appeared in the Astrological Journal March/April 2013.
A stranger wearing a stetson and a poncho
walks into a wild west town. He’s chewing
on a cigar stump clenched between his teeth
and he coolly shoots dead three men who
have been laughing at him. An old man in
a crumpled suit stands in front of a house in
Detroit and confronts three young men who
have been terrorising his immigrant next
door neighbours. He holds up a cigarette
and asks if they have a light. As they level
their guns at him he says “I’ve got a light”,
reaching provocatively into his jacket. They
shoot him, thinking he has a gun, and he falls
dead. A cigarette lighter falls from his hand.
The stranger is the Man with No Name, played by
Clint Eastwood in the opening sequence of his first major
role in A Fistful of Dollars, made in 1964. The old man is
Walt Kowalski, played by Clint Eastwood, at the end of
Gran Torino, made in 2008. Eastwood – a lifelong nonsmoker – has often portrayed characters who smoke. He
meditates daily, is conscious of his own health and fitness,
is a golfer, a pilot and a musician and has been mayor of
his town. But he’s best known as a respected actor and
director with a career in films which spans 57 years.

Clint Eastwood
31.05.1930, 17:35, San Francisco, USCA
His chart is distinctive in appearance in that it is
dominated by two separate aspect patterns which cross,
but are moving in different directions and are focussed
on different areas of life. There is a high ratio of both
red and green aspects in the chart, suggesting an inner
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motivation of nervous energy, sensitivity and
at times, touchiness. The chart lacks blue
aspects so he is unlikely to rest on his laurels
for long; his underlying motivation is to
keep actively moving and to always be doing
something. Reflecting on his later career, he
has said, “Everybody wonders why I continue
working at this stage. I keep working because
there’s always new stories… and as long as
people want me to tell them, I’ll be there
doing them”. (1)
The two notable and separate aspect
patterns are a small Learning triangle and an
Irritation triangle. Attached to the Irritation triangle is a
large Learning triangle and the inclusion of Uranus in this
aspect pattern calls to mind his creative and innovative
style of acting and directing, which has developed and
matured throughout a long career. His Age Point was
conjunct Uranus in 1958 when his acting career took off.

Learning triangles
Learning triangles have a mutable motivation and are
pretty much what the label on the box says – they are
about learning. But the kind of learning involved can be
narrowed down to something more specific according to
their size (small, medium, large, dominant) and position
in the chart. The medium-sized Learning triangle in
Eastwood’s chart is pinned by Mars/
Node in 6th, Moon in 9th and
Neptune close to the MC. Small and
medium learning triangles are found
on the periphery of the chart and
are concerned with learning specific
skills. The area of the chart and the
houses they span will be where this learning will take
place, and where it will be applied. They are made up of
all three aspect colours (red, green, blue) with the colour
of the longest aspect showing which part of the learning
process is most important to the individual concerned.
Eastwood’s Learning triangle has the blue trine as the
longest aspect, suggesting the completion of the learning
task undertaken will give him the greatest satisfaction.
Trines have a Jupiterian quality and promote expansion
and a broader vision as well as the joyful experience – in
a Learning triangle – of a job well done.
Eastwood’s Learning triangle spans houses 6 to 10,
and covers the third quadrant of the chart, between the
DC and the MC, which is the most heavily tenanted in
the chart. In astrological psychology an emphasis on the

third quadrant – the conscious “You” area of the chart
– indicates that the person will be sensitively attuned to
both their own needs and the needs of others. The task
is to balance out these needs and to communicate and
interact with others in a harmonious manner, putting
innate talents and abilities to use. As with all Learning
triangles, the action and the learning journey begins
at the blue/red corner, the planet or planets involved
being the starting point. Eastwood’s Mars/North Node
conjunction in 6th will be seeking expression through
work and service. Mars in the cardinal zone of 6th but
in the last degrees of Aries will feel most able to set this
process in motion. The North Node, having no energy
of its own, will merely act as a signpost pointing to the
area of work and service as a potential path for personal
growth and satisfaction. Although Mars is weak by sign it
is close enough to the 6th house Balance Point to muster
up some impact. The work then begins in earnest in this,
as in all, Learning triangles. Mars and Moon, both on
or close to a Balance Point, efficiently get to grips with
the specific skill to be learned, or the task in hand, using
the energy embedded within the red square aspect which
joins them. The active energy of Mars in Aries colludes
with the excited enthusiasm of Moon in Sagittarius,
along with an element of creative play. Then Moon has
to pass all this by Neptune before the satisfaction of a job
well done and a new skill learned can be felt.
Neptune is the highest planet in Eastwood’s chart,
and it sits in a strong position by house just after the
MC. It’s an appropriate planet for an actor/director to
have on this high point, and it speaks eloquently of film,
image, and of the boundless imaginative potential that
can be seized and used by an actor and film director. In
either role it offers a way into the feelings and emotions
of the audience by way of connecting with the viewer’s
response to the story being filmed. In the context of the
small Learning triangle, this creative learning process will
be repeated many times over as skills and techniques are
perfected and experience is built up.
Although weak by sign – it’s only just into Virgo –
Neptune is very strongly placed in 10th. It’s a highly
significant planet in the chart of a talented actor/director/
musician. Eastwood as director has made films which are
thought-provoking (Unforgiven, Million Dollar Baby),
surreal (High Plains Drifter), hard hitting (Flags of our
Fathers) and moving but never mawkish (The Bridges of
Madison County). He’s acted in many of them and has cowritten musical scores, performing the song heard over
the credits of Gran Torino. It’s not altogether surprising
to find Neptune at the top of his chart, where it speaks
eloquently of his profession out in the world as well as
being an integral part of his psychological makeup.

The Irritation Triangle
The Irritation triangle, also known as a Stimulus triangle,
has a mutable motivation, making it flexible. It is made up
of red and green aspects. Irritation triangles can be touchy,

tetchy, sensitive figures with a surfeit of
nervous energy. People with these in
their charts need constant movement
and stimulating activities. They tend
to be hard working, adaptable and
sensitively aware of what is happening
all around them. They can respond rapidly to situations
and they don’t shirk taking on additional tasks. When the
pressure gets too much they will vent their feelings in a
short, sharp burst and then go back to work again having
cleared the air. The figure has the appearance of a little
red and green dagger, with the planet at the sharp end
offering clues to the focus of its energy and thrust.
Eastwood’s Irritation triangle dominates the 2/8 axis
of possessions, emphasising what could be a personal
perfectionist streak with Saturn in Capricorn in 2nd
placed at the sharp end of the red/green dagger. Saturn
sits in a solitary position on the “I” side of the chart and
aspects both Sun and Venus. The opposition to Venus
focuses attention on the 2/8 axis – an innate ability for
practical organisation, determination, and an economic
use of energy working in tension with the necessary
aesthetics of film making. The quincunx to Gemini Sun
in 7th suggests a long-term exploration of how to best
perfect what he creatively communicates to the world.
In 1971 Eastwood’s Age Point was conjunct his Sun,
picking up all the planets in the Irritation triangle as he
made his debut as a director as well as starring in the
film Play Misty for Me. The Age Point conjunct the Sun
is significant as it activates creative urges within the
individual and gives the necessary strength and courage to
make decisions, go his own way and trust in his abilities.
Eastwood is reputed, in the early days of his career, to
have been frustrated by the insistence of directors to have
scenes re-shot and perfected many times over. When he
began directing he made efforts to avoid those aspects
of directing which he’d disliked as an actor. Because of
this, he is renowned for efficient film directing and is able
to reduce filming time and keep budgets under control.
He avoids over-rehearsing and prefers most scenes to
be completed on the first take, reducing background
details on the characters to allow the imagination of the
audience to be more involved in the film. Here, surely,
the influence of Neptune is also at work as well as that
of Saturn. The cool efficiency of Eastwood’s Saturn in
Capricorn at the sharp end of the Irritation triangle is
summed up by a quote from Life magazine: “Eastwood’s
style is to shoot first and act afterward. He etches his
characters virtually without words. He has developed the
art of underplaying to the point that anyone around him
who so much as flinches looks hammily histrionic.”

Unaspected Pluto
Unaspected planets are not connected to the overall
aspect structure and for the individual who has one in
his or her chart, the challenge is to use the will and aim
consciously to form a connection with them. This can be
CONJUNCTION No. 62, November 2014, Page 7

particularly challenging if the unaspected planet is in a
weak position by house – on the Low Point for example
– but in Eastwood’s chart unaspected Pluto is strongly
placed on 9th cusp. The Hubers describe this cuspal
placement as one where there is “…stimulation from the
environment to become active and achieve things.” (2)
My initial speculation on seeing this unaspected Pluto
on 9th cusp was that this planet’s unfettered placement
here would be reflected in his work as actor and director.
Throughout his career he has touched on some powerful
themes and has portrayed characters who display some of
the lower and more ruthless attributes of Pluto. But he has
also woven into his films other aspects of Pluto strongly
placed on 9th cusp and he’s explored ethical values which
have attracted the attention of scholars. His work has
been explored from ethical and theological perspectives
and has included his portrayal of justice, mercy, suicide
and the avenging angel of death.

The Man with No Name
In 1958, early on in his acting career and with Age Point
approaching Uranus, he was cast in the role of Rowdy
Yates in the TV western series Rawhide. Yates was a cleancut character and Eastwood never felt comfortable with
the part. He was yearning for something meatier and
although, during the Rawhide years, he made his first
attempts at directing by filming trailers for the show, he
was not able to persuade producers to let him direct a full
episode. In 1964, with his Age Point making aspects to
the three planets in the Irritation triangle – sextile Venus,
semi-sextile Sun, and trine Saturn – Eastwood landed
the part of the Man
with No Name in Sergio
Leone’s spaghetti western
A Fistful of Dollars, and
he began to consciously
draw on the potential
of his unaspected Pluto.
He is quoted as saying,
“In Rawhide I did get
awfully tired of playing
the conventional white
hat. The hero who kisses
old ladies and dogs and
was kind to everybody. I decided it was time to be an
anti-hero.”
Eastwood played the Man with No Name in the three
films in the Dollars trilogy, with the final film, The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly perhaps being the most famous. The
style of this character has followed him throughout his
career, in various guises. In 1973, with Age Point conjunct
Jupiter, Eastwood directed his first western, High Plains
Drifter. The film has a moral and supernatural theme and
he played the part of a mysterious stranger who rides into
a wild west town like a dark avenging angel who is hired
to protect the townsfolk from gun-toting criminals. In
his last, and what was thought to be his final film as an
CONJUNCTION No. 62, November 2014, Page 8

actor, he plays Walt Kowalski in Gran Torino. This role
is a composite of his character Harry Callahan in Dirty
Harry, of William Munny in Unforgiven and of the Man
with No Name. Eastwood says, on the philosophical
allure of portraying western loners: “Westerns. A period
gone by, the pioneer, the loner operating by himself,
without the benefit of society. It usually has something
to do with some sort of vengeance; he takes care of the
vengeance himself, doesn’t call the police.”
Eastwood has recently been tempted back on screen.
His latest film, in which he stars but didn’t direct, was
released in the autumn of 2012. This is a film for the
autumn of his career and in it he doesn’t flinch from the
realities of old age. In Trouble with the Curve he portrays
Gus, a grouchy and ailing baseball scout with failing
eyesight who takes his daughter along with him for one
last recruiting trip. A look at his current Age Point shows
it conjunct Saturn in Capricorn, at the business end of
the Irritation triangle, where it picks up the opposition
to Venus and the quincunx to Sun. It’s also aspecting
Uranus, the planet in the frame when his career took off
and he played the Man with No Name.
Not exactly full circle in the context of his chart, but
for Eastwood the actor, it’s definitely a wrap.

References
(1) The Eastwood Factor DVD – Warner Home Video 2010
(2) The Planets and their Psychological Meaning by Bruno and
Louise and Huber, pub. HopeWell 2006
Aspect Pattern Astrology by Bruno, Louise and Michael A.
Huber, pub. HopeWell 2005
Aspect Patterns in Colour by Joyce Hopewell, pub. HopeWell
2010
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clint_Eastwood
www.clinteastwood.net
www.newsday.com

Addendum, 2014
Since this article was written and published in the AA
Journal, Eastwood has gone on to direct another film,
Jersey Boys, released in June 2014. It’s about Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons, and is unashamedly musical,
Eastwood perhaps giving his musical sub-personality
an airing. At 84, Eastwood shows little sign of slowing
down, reinforcing his words I quote in the text: “I keep
working because there’s always new stories….and as long
as people want me to tell them, I’ll be there doing them”.
At 84, his Age Point has entered the 3rd house and is
opposite his unaspected Pluto, while transiting Pluto
hovers over his current Age Point, and transiting Uranus
has made full circle and is conjunct natal Uranus – right
back where it started.
¤¤¤¤¤

Arthur Koestler
Writer, innovative thinker, political activist and adventurer

by Wanda Smit						

wandawhere@yahoo.com

As the first of a series ‘Biographies penned by the Planets’, Wanda offers her interpretation of
Arthur Koestler’s chart.

Chart Image
Koestler’s chart looks like the wings of a red and blue
butterfly flitting from one flower to the next. As I
was reading the autobiography of his life up to the
age of 26, Arrow in the Blue, I had a strong sense that
his chart was predominantly triangular. And indeed,
there are no fewer than six triangles: four [visibly
two - Ed] Ambivalence Triangles, one Achievement
Triangle and one Large Learning Triangle. Triangles
suggest constant change. Koestler writes:
I would remain a fugitive and runaway; regardless of
the pose I assumed, people always smelt the vagabond
underneath it.

Motivation
This need for change set him on a path of discovery.
He felt that his decision was always based on emotion,
rather than reason, which came after the fact. But
then the Moon, flanked by Mars in adventurous
Sagittarius, is his strongest ego planet, and Koestler
would always be driven by his emotions and need for
action. The square linking the Moon and the North
Node also confirms that what drove him on his life
path was his emotional nature.
He firmly believed in burning his bridges and
moving on to other experiences of reality. By his mid
twenties he had lived in Budapest (his place of birth),
studied Science in Vienna, joined the Zionists in
Palestine, been a news reporter in the Middle East –
Haifa, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Cairo and Iraq – as well
as in Paris, espoused the cause of Marxism, edited
the science section of a leading newspaper in Berlin,
become an undercover agent for the communists,
then a reporter in Spain during the Franco war and
finally a writer on books ranging from communism
to creativity, from natural science to supernatural
experiences. The culmination of his adventures at age
26 – when his AP conjoined adventurous Jupiter –
was his trip in the Graf Zeppelin over the North Pole
to map the unknown Arctic territories. (Can there be
a more exciting image for Jupiter’s bigger picture?)

Arthur Koestler

05.09.1905, 15:30, Budapest, Hungary
[Time from autobiography.]

I was left breathless at how much he had done and
seen in his life. Constant change was not only due to
nature, but also to nurture:
...from my ninth year onward we led a gipsy life in
hotels, boarding-houses, and furnished rooms, in
Budapest or Vienna, moving to new quarters on an
average of once every three months.
It seems contradictory that Koestler was so driven
to experience change, as his chart emphasises the Fixed
Cross which implies a motivation to seek security,
financially and emotionally. But for him, security lay
in constant change: ...reason and routine keep people in
a strait-jacket which makes their living flesh rot beneath
it. Fixity is certainly what the environment expected
of him, with the Dynamic Calculations showing a
stressful demand of 63 as opposed to his innate fixed
motivation of 18. Could it be that the excess of 36 in
mutable motivation and 21 in fiery temperament was
too great to pin this butterfly down? He writes:
It was the same recurrent pattern which had first
appeared when I was a child of five, daydreaming
of running away...It was to reappear on several later
occasions. Each of these bridge burnings gave a new
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turn to my life, and I have come to except them as an
inescapable part of my destiny.
His excessive mutable motivation would always
drive him, as he says, off the track, because once one
stays on it, free will is deadened. There is much of the
Fool in the Tarot pack in Koestler who saw himself as
one of those
...crazy adventurers, artists and other emotionally
unbalanced people accustomed to living on the
precarious edge where the tragic and the trivial planes
intersect, jump with alacrity from one to the other.
They seem to thrive on catastrophes; their folly is their
guardian angel.
The chart has both a horizontal and vertical
orientation – a good reflection of Koestler’s
multifaceted personality and involvements. But in
essence he aspired to being an individual – he has
more planets in the upper hemisphere. Quoting
Rousseau, he writes: I was yearning to become myself,
and nothing else besides.

Thinking and Doing
Many of Koestler’s planets are in the Thinking
quadrant. This includes his North Node, which
suggests that he followed the right path in his
lifetime. The Sun, Mercury and Venus all had a
hand in Koestler’s innovative thinking – in the
twenties and thirties – and in his writing. He wrote
more than 30 books, of which the anti-Communist
Darkness at Noon was the most highly acclaimed and
financially successful, countless essays and hundreds
of newspaper articles. It was while his AP was moving
through the Thinking quadrant that he wrote this
autobiography, as well as another, Invisible Writing, to
take a critical look at his till then more unconscious
way of living.
His doing was driven by an excess of red aspects,
but it was just as well he had so much fire in reserve
as his environment expected him to constantly
deliver the goods: the Achievement Triangle of the
Radix becomes an Achievement Square in the house
chart involving all three ego planets. This changes
the colour ratio from an already highly charged 5
blue: 5 red: 1 green to a hyperactive 6 red: 2 blue: 2
green. No wonder one of his colleagues confessed to
Koestler that he had always seen him not as a human,
but as a machine-gun.

Great Inner Tension
There are two oppositions running through his core,
on the Possession and Relationship Axes. Koestler
was acutely aware of oppositions: his autobiography
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abounds with references to them: It was the same (...)
all-or-nothing mentality which drove me to the Promised
Land and into the Communist Party. On the arrow in
the title of his book:
I have a vivid image of the arrow (...) splitting
lengthwise into two. The two halves have a repellent
effect on each other (...) they continue their flights in
opposite directions, one symbolising action, the other
contemplation.
This dichotomy was strongly experienced at age
20 – the time of the Crossing Point and when his AP
was traversing the 4th house of community. He now
wanted to devote his life to the cause of the persecuted
as a fighter and writer of books which would shake the
conscience of the world.
The titles of many of his books reveal this strong
sense of opposites: Insight and Outlook, Darkness
at Noon, Departure and Arrival, the Yogi and the
Commisar.
The farthest I got after some 30 years of unsuccessful
attempts to bridge these contradictions and reunite
the split halves of the arrow, is a tentative approach
(...) You can’t get out of the dilemma between
contemplation and action.
Koestler’s either-or attitude is further borne out by
the Ambivalence Triangles based on these oppositions.

The Possession Axis
Fiercely challenged by the opposition between
Saturn and Mercury on this axis, Koestler acquired
possessions not of a material but of an intellectual
kind: I learnt avidly, read greedily, developed an
early passion for mathematics, physics... By the time
he was 17 – during a Mercury trine – he was fluent
in Hungarian, German, French and English. His
intellectual values then were still rather saturnine as
he firmly believed:
The fascinating thing about man, and his only aspect
worthy of study, was the chemistry of his tissues, the
algebra of his heredity, his descent from the monkeys,
and the switch-board mechanism of his brain.
The second house is of course also that of one’s selfworth. Koestler often mentions his extreme shyness
which lasted for years. When he was at boardingschool, he would often assume an arrogant air, but
was soon knocked off his pedestal to become the
timid, too-short boy he really was. Even in his mid
forties when he wrote this autobiography, shyness
and insecurity was still a constant companion: The
more successful I became, the more of a fraud I felt.

His rising sign, Capricorn, created a persona that
needed to project a certain authority. Could the
following statement on his feelings of inadequacy
have been written by Mercury opposing Saturn?
I have never outgrown, merely overgrown, them
by a chatty, sociable, synthetic personality which I
despise...
The opposition between Saturn and Mercury
at the base of the Ambivalence Triangle bore fruit
in the form of innovative, breakthrough thinking
in humanistic ideals as suggested by Uranus at the
apex in the 11th house. He spent his life building his
sense of self-worth and paying his intellectual dues to
finally becoming revered by many as an authority in
humanistic thought. In fact, many saw him as way
ahead of his time.

The Relationship Axis
Mars conjunct the Moon in an adventurous Sagittarian
11th house, opposed by Jupiter in a Mercurial 5th,
house, form the basis of one Achievement Triangle
and two Ambivalence Triangles. In the first, he either
worked himself to death, or socialised excessively. He
writes:
As the years wore on, my life gradually fell into a
pattern, oscillating, like a pendulum, between
periods of complete isolation and short bursts of hectic
gregariousness.
This tension erupted into major achievements by
his Mercury in a Virgoan 8th house: in dues paid
and services rendered to society. For the first half
of his life, Koestler was on a quest to do his utmost
for communities – the stateless jews in Palestine, the
landless workers in communist Europe and finally
the oppressed in Spain during the Franco regime.
The tension also led to the already mentioned
achievements in writing and thinking.
The relationship axis as the base to two Ambivalence
Triangles created a split in his involvement with
people:
My friendships have always tended to fall into
two distinct categories: intellectual relations and
camaraderies. The two rarely overlapped...
This build-up of tension was released in Venus: in
relaxed and enjoyable relationships with women. He
writes:
In her presence shyness and insecurity vanished, the
pose and the smirk and the cramp dissolved; I became
relaxed, myself and nothing else besides.

Several Koestler critics have mentioned that
women are the poorest characters in his books. His
answer?
The reason is that I like dining with women, talking
and making love to women – but to write about
them bores me.
His sex life which started with his first sexual
experience at age 16, sparked by a square to Venus,
was highly active. In Paris he often frequented
maisons de tolerances (brothels). One of the chapters
in Arrow in the Blue is entitled An Elegy on Bawdy
Houses. He believed:
The un-neurotic attitude of the French towards
sex is the result of...a unique synthesis between
Mediterranean hedonism and Nordic, urban
diligence; which has married Eros to Logos...
This sounds like a balance between Jupiter in the
fifth house of Eros and Mars/the Moon in the 11th
house of Logos. Koestler was married three times and
had literally hundreds of sexual encounters. Some
women, amongst them Simone de Beauvoir, found
him too domineering, even a sexual bully. Like a
volcano erupting, perhaps?

The Large Learning Triangle
The unease his mental ego experienced at the blue
and red apex in Virgo in the 8th house led to endless
questioning: Was he paying his dues to society in
an appropriate manner? After all, he wanted to
write works that would shake the conscience of the
world. This malaise fired up his fighting spirit, Mars,
in the just, honourable ideals of a Sagittarian 11th
house. He sought redemption in zionism, marxism
and communism, but his yearning for a higher form
of understanding in the service he rendered to the
world – as symbolised by the quincunx to Neptune
in a caring Cancerian 6th house – made him aware
that every new ‘ism’ he pursued was not the absolute
solution.
All my life I have had emotional measles: the quest for
the secret of the arrow was followed by the search for
the knowing shaman, then by the pursuit of Utopia.
The longing to embrace the perfect cause turned me
into a Casanova of causes; the phantom chase after
Helena followed the same pattern. The form of the
rash changed, but the disease remained the same; a
glandular condition called absolutitis.
It was this ‘condition’ that kept the butterfly’s
wings whirring, ever in search of new honey, of new
wisdom to share with mankind.
¤¤¤¤¤
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From the First Chamber
by Kim Earl
Kim continues the imaginative story of her sub-personalities from Conjunction 58-61, on their
journey through the Crystal Maze, moving on from the 1st chamber (house).
Welcome to the next chapter in my story The Crystal
Maze.
In my last chapter I was reflecting on my journey thus
far which made me realise that I didn’t know whether I
was coming or going! I decided to take a seat on what
is now a very uncomfortable damp wooden quincunx
and I rested my head against an all too cosy soft trine. I
recall a statement from my studies; that green and blue
aspect patterns result in escapism and armchair idealism!
Something for me to think on perhaps!
Whilst sitting on my ‘distinguished’ throne I was
contemplating what I consider to be My Plan for sorting
out the chaos. This was a plan which involved heading
for the 1st chamber (1st house) and the prospect of
meeting the family from my stellium in my Sun sign of
Leo. I introduced the rowdy brood and in doing so set off
a barrage of noise. I remind myself that Mercury resides
My Star Map
here so perhaps the noise shouldn’t surprise me. Since the
last chapter my characters has been ‘safe and quiet’ as I put
them to sleep in a wooden box!
Narnia and I am in The Crystal Maze! I didn’t fall down a
This chapter finds me still on my ‘armchair’ as I raise hole, I didn’t get caught in a tornado and I didn’t walk into
the lid to release my characters within. I look at my Star an old wardrobe. I entered knowingly but now I am here it
Map (Natal Chart) and Radix Key (Divined holistic chart seems a right mess! I think we need order!
image); giving access to the world of the Maze and my
As I write this I hear the 6th chamber voices again.
journey continues.
‘Yes, we need some order here. Some structure to what is
I have two separate aspects patterns in my chart, a small going on. You have all you need in order to make sense
learning triangle and a sort of ‘double’ search triangle. In of this journey of discovery. There are many voices in the
my Radix Key, I have depicted a kneeling Isis, bow poised Maze and many paths you can take. Come gather your
shooting rays of light but today as I look Isis dissolves and thoughts it will help you make your plan.’
I see just the bow and arrows. The bow for learning, the
This suggestion calms me; I like this idea and need
arrow for searching I say to myself as my eye is pulled to to know who is addressing me in such an astute manner!
the ‘apple’ just below the DC; my conjunction between ‘Who are you?’ I ask. ‘I am Infra Red Ed, I can help you,
Saturn and Jupiter.
I am here in the 6th chamber with Ready Steady we hold
‘We thought you had forgotten us’ say two voices in The Apple. This is the question of your Search Triangle.
unison coming from the 6th chamber.
We can help with your search.’
This sparks a thought in mind. I am preparing to head
Not only is this a good idea, it makes good too sense.
to the 1st chamber to answer the question
Infra Red Ed and Ready Steady are my
raised by my Search Triangle(s) that hasn’t
Saturn and Jupiter conjunct in Capricorn
actually been posed! This is an absolute
and I guess I shouldn’t be surprise they
disaster; I really do not know whether I am
want structure and have ‘inside knowledge’!
coming or going! At this juncture I can
As always now is the time to make their
clearly state that I am at a lost – all I know
introductions!
is that I don’t know anything. A sense of
One shouldn’t have favourites but I
sheer panic sweeps over me. What Am I
have to admit to a soft spot for Infra Red
doing? Why Am I here?
Ed, my Jupiter in Capricorn. Ed is a wise
I remind myself of childhood stories;
old owl and when I first created him I
Alice found herself in Wonderland.
described him as having the face and feet
Dorothy found her way home in Oz. The
of an owl who is able to swivel its head 360
Pevensie children found themselves in
degrees. He sees all and moves by sensing
Infra Red Ed
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not flying and wears a coat of red plastic. His magic tools have written. Perhaps these are just growing pains!? And
are locks and keys.
yes, there definitely are ‘things’ that have been pushed
In giving an image to my words, I have swaddled Ed inside; and I am now releasing them!
is mountains of plastic, somewhere Capricorn’s Earthy
I decide not to dwell too much on either of my
persona has become modernised and very man-made. I questions. I have enough inside the Maze to deal with
have bathed nature in ‘blood red’. A large key sits in a already and yet despite all the chaos; I know deep deep
lock ready to be turned, together with a second large lock down that I am on the ‘right’ path and that there will be
partially in view with a face of a Lion. Ed’s little feet stick illumination in this darkness!
out gingerly. Luckily he moves by senses, as in this attire
I look at my Radix Key again,
he is isn’t going to be flying anywhere. I try and make the bow and arrow are (surprise,
sense of this character that appears a bit of an oxymoron. surprise!) illuminated and the apple
‘Curious’ I think to myself.
in my image glows. As if looking
‘All in good time’ Ed whispers to me. ‘All in good time!’ in a mirror; the Radix Key reflects
Whilst having a soft spot for Ed, I can’t
back at me and I have
say the same for Steady Reddy; Saturn in
a tremendous sense of
Capricorn. In traditional astrology I have
calm and being at one
read that Saturn gets a ‘bad press’ and needs
with my surroundings.
Radix Key
understanding so I promise I will learn to
All in the same
love her. At her creation I wrote; ‘Face
moment, I become the image, I feel energy
and feet of The Statue of Liberty, able to
surging through my veins. It is like seeing a
invoke protection. Moves slowly with true
story unravelling in front of me as I take a
conviction’. Like Ed she wears the bizarre
journey through the divined images of my
red plastic coat. In this image I have at least
Radix Key. Kneeling Isis becomes a chalice
made some connection back to Capricorn’s
receiving wine, then a vase with flower stems
Earthy roots as the locks and keys have taken
but no blooms. A sword in the stone dissolves
over the background and brought with them
into the sun rising over the pyramids and a
Steady Reddy
a wooden door, albeit coated in worn red
stone is being rolled away from a door and
paint. The Statue of Liberty has lost her crown and she finally Isis reappears but she isn’t kneeling any longer.
only seems to have carried 3 toes into being with her. Deities, myths and fables (no children’s stories this time)
She doesn’t look as if she will be going far either. I note rolled into one, although I admit to not recognising ‘the
with pleasure that she invokes protection; I have a sense tale of the vase’. Know is the time for this divine feminine
I might need it! My Capricorn seems to wants me to do to make her stand, the evolution is complete, energies
some unlocking but with both these keys are upside down. right, she waits no longer; the kneeling Isis becomes a
I study the image of the key on the left; it looks as if it standing Artemis (oh another deity) her bow and arrow
has an arrow on it. The one of the right is rusty and the poised and ready to claim her destiny.
hinge below looks as if it will break if I try to open the
‘How are your plans going?’ Says a demanding voice,
door. Curiouser & Curiouser! I don’t recall Alice having I shake myself and realise that rather than deciding which
this problem in her Wonderland!
way to go and making plans I have gone off on a flight of
Having acquainted ourselves with my Capricorn fantasy. Artemis claiming her destiny! Really!!
friends, I am just about to rise from my increasingly
The voice is Pure Heart Pegasus willing me to make
uncomfortable seat when I hear the distance voice that I my plan and somewhat scoffing of my ‘visions’. I consider
recognize as the team from Leo in the First Chamber. The what has happened and allow myself the ‘indiscretion’ of
haughty voices get louder. ‘We thought you were coming the fantasy; after all I am standing on my quincunx and the
our way’ they shout at me.
Search Triangle does permit me my ‘escapist tendencies’!
Oh dear here we go again. I have this sense of being on
I take a look at where I have got to in this chapter!
a swinging pendulum, I wonder at the sensation, if I was A swinging pendulum and continued sense of indecision.
on an opposition it might make sense, the two energies An introduction to the characters in 6th chamber; the
would be stressing me; but I am sitting on a quincunx. house of confronting realities or opting out! Oh there it is
I had expected an altogether gentler experience, evolving again, that escape artist beckoning me! I decided enough
and growing! Yet I feel wrenched between the two. I look is enough for this chapter. I open my lovely wooden box
at my Star Map and Radix Key for inspiration. The Radix and place my ‘mumbling’ characters back in their home.
Key yields no secret but on my map I focus on the two No lock and key needed, but I note there is a catch if
orange marks. I have conjunctions at either end of this I need one. Will they be running from me or me from
quincunx. Could they be manifest in this way? I remind them! I wonder! A small voice from I know not where
myself that I haven’t got to this point in my studies and whispers ‘There is no escape from ‘wonderland’ and just so
push the feeling back inside. A fleeting question enters my you know you are following Alice!’
conscious, is that what I am doing here, pushing things
¤¤¤¤¤
inside? I also have a chuckle to myself as I re-read what I
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From the Unconscious to the Conscious
The seventh 6-year cycle, Part 1

by Wanda Smit						

wandawhere@yahoo.com

Wanda continues Diana’s story as her Age Point rises above the DC into the conscious hemisphere.

At age 36, Diana went to Europe to do research for her
project on the life of Sarah Barman (The Hottentot
Venus). Without knowing it, she was heading for a
major discovery about herself in her close personal
relationships. The screen of the Projection Triangle
opposite Jupiter/North Node would confront her
with the mirror she needed to see herself.
The blue Pluto aspect in 1987 gave Diana the
will to continue with her project, to leave no stone
unturned in her research, whilst the small green
aspect spanning Neptune made her acutely aware
of the inhumane treatment of women, particularly
dark ‘exotic’ women, over the centuries.
Diana could not have known then, that she would
be writing her own story, rather than that of Sarah
Bartman. Operating the projector, the Jupiter in her
was still projecting issues not only from the I-side
of the chart, but from her innermost world (Piscean
12th house) on to someone in the outer world. All
she could see were the opening titles of the movie
the Projector was running. She’d have to watch
the film to its end before she’d clearly understand
its theme. But then, didn’t Jung say that meaning
has to be lived, before it can be understood? Or as
modern-day thinkers believe: meaning can only be
understood backwards?
With her AP now opposite Jupiter/North
Node, it concerned her ability to see the truth, as
represented by Jupiter, and the direction of her soul’s
journey as symbolised by the North Node which
points Diana in the direction of herself, rather than
of others. Only when her AP approached the end of
the Projection Figure’s screen – 6 years later, in 1993
– did she ‘own’ her projections. Writing about her
friends at that time, Diana says:
Yet I know, what I find disturbing in them, is
simply my own destructive and negative emotions,
reflected back to me through my projections. I need
more positive people around now, because I am more
positive. Letting go of them is just letting go of my
own negativity. When does one get to a point in life
where one has withdrawn all one’s own projections
and see people as they truly are?
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Diana

26.02.1951, 07:00, Wolmaransstad, South Africa

Responding to the longing for engaging in
writing of a higher order, prompted by the long
green AP aspect to Mercury in a Piscean 11th house
of life philosophies, and to the direct confrontation
(AP opposition) with Mars to assert her real creative
self rather than her professional persona, she made
the following entry into her journal in 1988:
Working on my own, on the story of Sarah Bartman,
seems to have isolated me to a great degree. I find it
very difficult to perform in the advertising world.
Perhaps I am too impatient with myself – impatience
being my worst quality.
It seems so paradoxical to me that I should be earning
a good living by writing words such as “What did
you do with your Philips today?” when I want to
say something more worthwhile without getting any
reward for it.
All I get is a dismissal of my endeavours by my
creative director, or: “She’s neurotic. It’s an obsession
with her,” by another male colleague. Why do the
words of these two stay with me when I have so
many others supporting what I’m doing? Because
they are men?

I must disregard these men – one who is a fine artist
and should really be painting; the other who wants
to write and has started many projects but never
finishes any of them. I must delete their negativity
from my mind and be thankful for those who are
more supportive of what I’m doing. And if I am
able to make a good living by writing garbage,
then why not just continue doing so and write more
worthwhile things in my spare time? Why do I want
to spend my working hours involved in something
worthy?
Most of my creative friends in a similar situation
would answer that they too feel the discontent but
cannot do anything else. Do I overestimate myself
by feeling that I can, that I must do something else?
These thoughts haunt me daily, nightly, and I seem
to be rendered paralysed by them rather than make a
decision and stick to it.
If it’s a question of better the devil you know than the
demons you don’t, why am I driven to get to know
these demons?
Incomplete Stage Figure

Together, the Search Figure and Irritation Triangle
form an incomplete Stage Figure; ‘incomplete’ as
there is no long green aspect linking Saturn and
Mercury. When such an aspect is missing, the
Hubers believe the chart owner could strain to set it
up. In Diana’s case, this resulted in the unconscious
effort to make a connection between Mercury
and Saturn; in the urge to idealise (Mercury in
Aquarius in the 12th house) personal partners by
seeing them as archetypes: her mentor she saw as
Apollo and Hephaistos, her confidant as Osiris, her
lovers as Theseus and Hades, and her relationship
with her mother as akin to that of Persephone and
Demeter. This behaviour is an accurate reflection of
the Hubers’ description of this aspect figure. “The
Stage Figure knows many bit parts… It classifies each
person that it has understood in its anthology of human
roles and stores every detail.” (Aspect Pattern Astrology,
p.245)
With the highly charged antagonism between
Saturn and Mars conjunct Venus running on the
Encounter Axis, the stage was set for endless tussles

in the outer world, particularly in close, personal
relationships. Every time the planets concerned
were activated by the AP through a red aspect, be it
a conjunction, square or opposition, another act in
the play would unfold with Cupid’s Valley being Act
1 in Diana’s lifelong drama.
The curtains on Act 2 had been raised in 1972
when her AP conjoined Uranus, which is linked to
Venus by a red square thus sparking the conflict in
the dramatic plot. In Act 3 when her AP encountered
Saturn (1989) it led to the climax which would reach
devastating emotional peaks in Act 4 when her AP
crossed the Moon in Scorpio (1995).
Fortunately, the denouement would be extending
over a period of 24 years (being the time it will take
the AP to move from the Moon to Mercury), giving
Diana sufficient time in which to recoup her energy
before the curtains fall on Act 5 in 2019 when her
AP transits Mercury, who will – hopefully – deliver
an insightful epilogue. Perhaps the Mars/Venus
conjunctions and Saturn opposition in Diana’s
seventies might be worthy of a curtain call if, of
course, the leading lady is still around.
However, the Stage’s horizontal orientation,
indicating a motivation to reach out to others,
appears to be paradoxical as Diana’s North Node –
the soul’s compass – directs her to the first house of
self-assertion. The Hubers state: “With the Node in
the 1st house, what is required is the courage to stand
up and say ‘This is what I am, and I am not going
to change for anyone.’” (Moon Node Astrology, p.46)
Diana’s North Node is however in Pisces where,
according to the Hubers “…learning is an inner,
existential learning on the spot, and has to do with the
meaning of life… Understanding the significance of
the world and oneself as parts of the Whole, and saving
others, is the highest task of the Piscean Node.” (ibid,
p.86)
Throughout her life, Diana wondered whether
the earlier years in her life were what caused a certain
dismissal of permanent relationships. Only in her
sixties would she see that not only nurture, but also
nature contributed to this state of affairs, as if it had
been written in the stars all along.
In 1989, Diana’s AP was right on Saturn and we
are poised for Act II in which the confrontations
between her and her mother were at their worst. So
regular were their arguments and so heated that she
often felt the ‘earth moved’ when they clashed.
Diana’s relationship with her mother was
particularly strenuous while she was working on
Sarah Bartman’s story. Her mother seemed to resent
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it when she was excluded from her daughter’s inner
world – which the latter kept to herself simply
because it would have disturbed her mother who
had never understood her daughter’s intense interest
in the deeper layers of the psyche, often dismissing it
entirely as psychobabble.
Diana got the distinct message from her mother
that she should stop living in a ‘dream world’ and get
back to reality. She should do more practical things,
particularly for her mother. Although Diana had
always been there for her mother after the latter’s
separation from her stepfather, she suspected that it
would never be enough. There would always be a
need that could never be met, because it had not
been met in her mother’s early childhood: she had
been taken away from her mother at the age of five
by Social Welfare and had never gotten over it.
She then had an imperious stepmother whom she
disliked intensely. Only in her late eighties did she
forgive her.
Diana believed that her mother was right, that
there was indeed ‘something missing’ in her, but it
would take many more years before she found out
what it was, the hard way, of course, as Saturn’s
lessons are never easy. At that time ‘though, the only
defining thought she had about her relationships
with men was that they had been based on an illusion
of love. What is real love? she often wondered.
Even after having completed the third version
of Sarah Bartman’s story, Diana still didn’t see that
the themes in her writing were those in her own
life, particularly in her relationships. She was still
projecting her dilemma of thinking versus feeling
in her personal relationships, particularly with men,
onto Sarah Bartman. Only after Diana’s admission
interviews at the Jung Institute, when her AP was
approaching Neptune, and Jupiter’s film its end, did
Diana ‘see’ through the veils of her illusions.
Towards the end of 1989 – at the time of the
Venus opposition – Diana’s confrontation with the
‘feminine’ aspects of herself were rife:

The snakes represent ‘haywire’ consciousness with that
terrible stare of the eyes which see too much, trying to
penetrate the husk of humans for a glimpse beneath
the surface. And, having grasped the underlying
structure, the core of the problem, relate to that
rather than the shifting – and shifty – persona,
holding the person fast, holding it to its ‘word,’ its
logos, its meaning. Everything else about that person
then becomes superfluous which, in a way, ‘petrifies’
them.
The Medusa dream did however make Diana
realise that there was too much masculine thinking in
her, in the sense that she came from the head. It was
time to ‘lose’ her head – and not by getting involved
in one-night stands. She had sensed that was the easy
way out of her predicament and, ultimately, not a
way out at all. She would have to do it on her own.
It was a difficult task and she didn’t know where to
start, but believed that life would show her the way.
At the time, she was reading the works of
archetypal psychologist James Hillman who calls
Diana’s type of Venus the ‘armoured Amazon’. She
had finally understood that she had to temper the
more masculine aspects in herself; take off, so to
speak, the battledress she had donned when she was
in Cupid’s Valley as a defense against her brother
and father.
“I feel like cutting off my head and throwing it into
the sea,” she announced to her friend Leanne on an
Indian island holiday a few months later. One day
on the beach, Leanne came across a piece of coral
in the shape of a skull. “I have found your head!”
she shrieked. Of course Diana took the ‘head’ home
where it has been kept on the veranda ever since to
remind her of her pact with herself.
¤¤¤¤¤

The story of Medusa. What happened to her in the
end, after having had her head cut off by Perseus?
When I was first haunted by her frightening,
petrifying stare in a nightmare after a discussion
with Minette about my biggest fear in life, of
being deluded, I learnt that Medusa symbolises the
arrested feminine principle; the feminine aspect of
man stunted in its growth by the coldly intellectual
male principle.
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Medusa – Leptis Magna, Lybia
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When You Drop a Stone in a Pond
by Richard Llewellyn
This article by APA’s joint founder, which first appeared in an early Huber School newsletter, reminds
us of some of the basics.
When you drop a stone in a
pond there will be a splash as
it hits the water, ripples will
start spreading outwards from
the point of impact and, in one
sense at least, we may see in this
model an analogy of our own
growth process. How long do
these ripples go on travelling
outwards? What barriers do
they encounter which limit
their expansion? Perhaps to
understand what this means in
the context of astrology we need
first to look at the meaning of
the word ‘growth’.
For a start ‘growth’ doesn’t
mean how tall we become, or
how fat, or how wealthy and so on. Growth implies an
expansion of consciousness, and ‘consciousness’ is not
to do with whether we are asleep or awake, but rather
more with an awareness of the value of our potential to
humanity. If all that we are aware of is ourselves, and life
is a continual self-gratifying search to find ways of getting
our ever-increasing material needs met, or our sense of
existence or security depends on what we are or what we
possess, then the ripples in our own pool of consciousness
have encountered a barrier and not spread very far.
When we start to focus less on ourselves and are able
to see our own wants and desires in the context of the
lives of those around us, then we have developed a wider
perspective of ourselves in relation to others and our ripples
of consciousness have spread a little further. But even at
this stage the expansion of our consciousness still hasn’t
spread far enough outwards to get beyond the limitations
of the personality, and we remain largely captive to the
demands of our ego, and in one way or another this
usually boils down to money and power. And there will
be times when we experience a sense of frustration and
maybe the feeling that there ought to be more to life than
work and play.
The Italian psychiatrist, Roberto Assagioli, who
pioneered the concept of psychosynthesis, believed that
within each of us there exists an inherent need to achieve a
sense of unity with the universe. He believed that not only
do we have the potential to grow beyond the personality,
though not out of it, but that it is a natural function of all
human beings to desire to achieve this sense of union with
the larger whole. What lies beyond the personality and what
do we achieve by ‘getting there’ anyway? For simplicity we

can call this realm the superconscious or the trans-personal,
ie. beyond the limitations of
the personality. As long as we
remain completely attached
to the personality, and as long
as we are struggling against
the flow of energies outside
ourselves we will experience
limitations.
When we make the
discovery that we do not have
to be driven by an unconscious
need to be in control of life
and ourselves, then we begin to
experience a sense of freedom
and an understanding that
Shutterstock being a part of the larger ‘whole’
gives us a sense of security that we can never achieve
through our personality alone. This does not suggest that
there is no longer a need to take responsibility for ourselves.
We still have to make decisions in our everyday life, look
after our physical needs, and so on. What it does mean is
that many of the little things which we worried about and
which dominated our lives are no longer important. We
develop a different perspective on life and a sense that we
are more in harmony with the energies of the universe. In
the analogy of the pond our consciousness has expanded
outwards until the ripples fade and merge with the still
water beyond.
What has all this to do with astrology?
A great deal because when we look at a birth chart it is
important to see it as more than just a flat piece of paper
with symbols and lines on it. We call it a birth chart because
it is an arrangement of the planets in our solar system at
the moment we were born, but we need to keep in mind
that it remains the same chart until we die. We change but
the chart remains the same. And each chart is a symbolic
representation of a unique, living human being and it
shows the potential which exists for mental, emotional,
physical and spiritual growth. We could perhaps liken it
to the picture on the front of a seed packet. This picture is
not of the seed itself but of the fully grown flowering plant
which is the potential which is contained within each seed.
Once the glamour of life begins to wear a little thin,
many people begin to yearn for something more, but they
are not certain what it is that they are looking for. They
may feel trapped in an existence which no longer has any
real meaning. The ‘growth’ which this article deals with
is the growth in consciousness which enables someone to
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move through this stage, discover a new dimension to life
and achieve that sense of freedom which can be reached
when life is no longer a blind and meaningless struggle
to earn enough money to pay the bills, to keep up with
‘the Joneses’ or better still outshine them, when there is no
longer the fear of failure or of the loss of all the material
possessions for which we have fought so hard, and so on.
In other words everything demanded by an
unconscious ego. In order to transcend, or free ourselves
from our security needs we have to develop a more honest
self-awareness, rediscover those parts of ourselves which
were repressed in childhood and begin to recognise more
clearly who we are and where we are in our life right
now. Only with that understanding are we able to make
decisions and choices which allow us to move on from that
place. For many people life can be a corridor with a single
objective at the end towards which they strive blindly. In
the process they fail to see that there are doors on either
side of the corridor - doors which, if opened, would reveal
unexplored horizons, thus opening up new and exciting
opportunities to aim for in life.
An astrological birth chart shows us a pattern of energy
that we bring with us into this life. We can see, and gain
an understanding of, the nature of this energy through
the aspect structure with its cohesion and its focus into
the hemispheres, quadrants and houses; through the
planets with their own qualities; through the signs which
show the essence of our links with the collective; as well
as through the balance of colour, which itself has an
important psychological meaning, shown by the aspect
structure. Also through the chart we may become aware of
the strength and nature of the distortions which have been
created in our own natal energy pattern by the fact that
all of us have been subjected, to a greater or lesser extent,
to early childhood conditioning by parents, teachers, and
so on.
But more important than anything else for the
astrologer is the need to be aware of the fact that the
chart incorporates every stage of our development. From
our unconscious survival instincts when we are born, or
the moment when the stone is dropped into the pond,
through all the many learning and developing stages we
go through as our field of conscious awareness widens and
our personality becomes more integrated and balanced.
Ultimately we may reach the stage when we find that
we are a channel for transpersonal energies and their
expression in the world for the benefit of humanity as a
whole. Of course we still have a personality and an ego
but their needs are no longer our primary concern and this
gives us an immense sense of freedom to be more creative
in all areas of life.
When you hear an astrologer blaming planetary
transits, whether a retrograde Mercury or more specifically
a transit of Uranus, Neptune or Pluto, for what is going
wrong in their life you can be fairly certain that that
individual is neither fully conscious, nor have they taken
responsibility for their own life. We need to understand
that we cannot effectively use the energies of the outer
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planets for our own purposes. When Pluto energies are
used at the level of the personality then we will certainly
encounter a distortion of the power of the personal Will.
It is not for nothing that these planets are referred to as
transpersonal, and when we experience the effects of these
in a negative way we can be sure that something needs
changing in our lives: something that will help to create
the balanced and integrated personality that can act as
channel for the expression of true transpersonal energies.
What stops us on this outward journey? Inevitably our
security needs, and very often these are unconscious. More
than likely we are prisoners of our own security needs
symbolised by the planet Saturn, that much maligned
planet which ensures our survival, which is the great
teacher but which can also limit us in our growth. As long
as we remain unconscious of the power of Saturn in our
own life it will continue to want more and more. When
we have one car in the garage Saturn will find ways to
ensure there are two, and so on. There is no end to the
demands of Saturn and there is also no way that we can
pass through the doorway which marks the start of our
transpersonal journey until, as Louise Huber says, we
stand naked at Saturn’s threshold.
As astrologers how can we know where a client has got
to in their journey of growth into wider consciousness?
Experience suggests that we cannot do this with certainty,
and it may well be that until we meet the client, and find
out how they are ‘living’ their chart, we have to accept
this limitation and keep an open mind. We could not,
for instance, assume that because we were about to see a
client with a focus of energy into, say, the 10th house, that
we were going to meet an ‘aware’ human being, or even
a successful one. It may well be that striving for success,
and unconsciously therefore for security, has limited that
individual’s journey, not only into consciousness but also
towards the individuality, success and status that the 10th
house suggests is the goal.
It is of the greatest importance that as astrologers we
do not limit ourselves in our interpretation of our client’s
lives by relying on text book definitions. By doing so we
are ignoring the fact that someone is born with a chart
and they die with the same chart, but they do not stay the
same. So it would be pointless to say that a small child
fitted into the same definition of Venus in Taurus as a
mature adult who had put themselves through a process of
growth therapy. In working with text book definitions we
risk making judgmental statements that may not only be
inaccurate, but also unhelpful. We may read in a text book
that Mars in Aries suggests that the ‘sexual nature is selfgratifying and without consideration for the partner’. This
implies that anyone with a partner who has Mars in Aries
is going to have a pretty lousy sexual relationship. But is it
true? Of course it isn’t.
We all experience, what some growth psychologists
call, ‘drives’. These are archetypal energies which are trying
to manifest in our lives. One of these is the sexual drive,
which we might relate to Mars. In the case of Mars in
Aries this drive will manifest initially with the impetuosity

which we associate with Aries. But does it have to stay like
that? Of course not. It may do so if our awareness has not
extended beyond the point at which it was when this drive
emerged into consciousness.
With awareness and sensitivity we can begin to
recognise our partner’s physical and emotional needs and
can consciously choose to find ways to meet these. This
may be through the development of our own feminine
qualities (Venus) or through the development of our
ability to love (Moon), and so on. And, of course, it is
always important to be aware of polarities in a chart, even
where no opposition aspect exists. So a planet in Aries
has a natural polarity with Libra and the development of
Libran qualities will help to achieve a balanced output of
energy for that planet.
We all have the power to realise the highest potential
which exists in our charts but we can only do this when we
are aware of the way in which we are living our lives at this
moment in time. It is too easy to go through life with our
own vision of who we are, often created in childhood, and
with little understanding of what we may be, or of what a
rough journey we may be making for ourselves in this life.
Assagioli suggested that we were many people living
in one skin, and he called these parts of ourselves ‘subpersonalities’. Some of these sub-personalities may get on
well with each other, others may be in conflict, one may
be dominant, another weak, and we can see these parts of
ourselves reflected in the birth chart. However, we have to
remember that although we have sub-personalities, subpersonalites are not us. We have a centre which is greater
than these ‘parts’ of ourselves.
The planets represent some of our sub-personalities
but not all our planets function on the same level of
consciousness at the same time. As we evolve, our subpersonalities are in a constant state of transformation as
more refined qualities of expression manifest in our lives.
But each stage of this process involves letting go of a part
of ourselves with which we are familiar, and this is not
always easy. And as we work towards greater conscious
awareness we may also find that we can slip back from a
‘higher’ level to a ‘lower’ one.
As an example of this process Saturn is a good planet
at which to take a brief look. Let us imagine that we
become aware of the way in which our growth is limited
by our attachment to some kind of possession, or habit,
or thought pattern, etc. and that we make a conscious
decision that this attachment is no longer serving us in
any useful way. So we make a choice to let go, and this
might involve anything from giving up a secure, but
boring job to experimenting with a new choice of colours
for the clothes we wear. And this works fine for a while,
and we feel good. But then a crisis comes into our life and
at some unconscious level we feel threatened and insecure,
so Saturn reverts back to where it was and we feel the need
to go back to possessing that which we had struggled to
give up. So then we have to start the process all over again.
A study of the concept of the Threefold Personality
illustrates the way in which we evolve through different

layers of consciousness but, as with any long journey of
exploration, there will be many experiences as we travel
through these layers in our attempts to create a balanced
and integrated personality. Initially we are not consciously
aware of, or in control of our own lives. We are totally
dependent on other people, usually our parents, to ensure
our survival. At this early stage we have certain mechanisms
which function instinctively and without any conscious
control and through these we are able to signify our needs
by communicating in a very simple way, usually by crying
which may express our anxiety, fear or anger, etc., because
our simple survival needs are not being met.
As we get a little older we may learn, for instance, that
smiling gets us what we want more quickly and with less
trouble, and through smiling we probably also get our
essential physical contact needs met in a more satisfying
way. So right from the start, not only are Venus, Mercury
and Mars acting as the focus of consciousness for our
emerging drives to relate, communicate and perform, but
we are also learning, through experience (Jupiter), that to
adapt to the pressures of the environment pays off. Saturn
is satisfied and, of course, remembers. So these adaptations
may stay with us for life and inhibit our ability to realise
our full potential. But Jupiter is also the focus for the drive
that wants to achieve expansion of consciousness.
As we get older and emerge from our unconscious,
reactive behaviour into greater consciousness we are taught
the necessity of looking after ourselves. This entails the
development of Will (Sun) through which emerges our
sense of self-identity, our feelings of self-confidence, our
ability to make decisions for ourselves based on our own
judgment, and our ability to take control of our own life.
Here also is Saturn through which we will learn to take care
of ourselves physically and protect ourselves emotionally,
learn about the needs of our own body and how we can
meet these, learn the desirability of conforming to certain
social patterns of behaviour, take responsibility, and so on.
Also on this level is the Moon, symbol of love, of our
contact needs, of our feelings, of how to express these, of
how to get our emotional needs met, of our emotional
response to all that is going on around us. The Moon
is symbolic of the child in us, that part of us that can
express a spontaneous emotional reaction to everything
we encounter in our life. Could it be that this is the one
part of us that is conscious when we arrive in this life?
Whereas everything else has to come into consciousness,
maybe the child in us is fully conscious. And it’s that one
part of us that we learn, in the process of adaptation from
birth onwards, to repress. Most people will admit to the
fact that they are unable freely to express their feelings
openly, honestly and appropriately, and for many people
this means that repression of feelings becomes an issue for
them later in life. There is an interesting quotation from
the bible (St.Matthew 18.3) which says ‘unless you become
as little children you shall not enter into the kingdom of
heaven’.
¤¤¤¤¤
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Reviews
Dreams and Astrological
Psychology
The Way through the Maze of the
Unconscious
by John D. Grove
Review by Sue Lewis
This slender but thought-provoking volume extends the
scope of HopeWell publishers, which has, over the past
ten years, made key texts by the Hubers readily available
in English, and published helpful new manuals on
astrological psychology and how to bring the chart alive
by Joyce Hopewell and Richard Llewellyn.
In Dreams and Astrological Psychology, John
Grove, recently retired from an American hospital for
veterans, shares his insights into how to achieve levels
of consciousness motivated more by ‘the courage to be’
than by those narrowly competitive and divisive drives to
earn and possess to which most of us are encouraged to
give priority, and he shows how techniques taught by the
Astrological Psychology Association (APA) can combine
with Jungian dream analysis to become tools ‘for reflective
investigation of one’s own psyche and psychological and
spiritual development’ (pp. 9 and 47).
The book opens by addressing the problem of
personality disorders, usually brought on by particularly
stressful circumstances and changing cultural norms.
Such labels stigmatize and deprive a person of future job
opportunities, perpetuating social dysfunction instead
of facilitating the healing of psychological wounds and
opening a way to social reintegration and psychosynthesis.
Thankfully, the latest version of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association
(DSM-V) has at last dropped personality disorders from
its diagnostic categories but much still needs to be done
to bring about a ‘more holistic approach’ incorporating
‘humanistic considerations’ (p. 9).
Not only has Western society been hitherto too quick
to adversely label individuals who stray from prescribed
norms, but individuals have over-identified with specific
career paths, thereafter suffering loss of ego when the
identifying job comes to an end. The example Grove gives
– familiar to him and topical in 2014, as we commemorate
the centenary of the start of World War 1 and the 70th
anniversary of D-Day – is that of troop demobilization
and the difficulties of readjustment to civilian life. Dreams
‘can have a compensatory or balancing role in the psyche
between the conscious ego and the Self which generates
all dream content’ (p. 50), and many returning soldiers
experience traumatic dreams re-enacting the fire fights in
which their comrades were killed. Such nightmares are
treated with Imagery Rehearsal Therapy, a visualization
technique during which the subject reviews the images
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of the last dream, and then rewrites their tragic ending
to create a positive outcome. According to Catherine
Shainberg – with whom the Spanish Huber School
have been working – similar techniques were ‘used by
ancient prophets, seers, and sages to control dreams and
visions’. Drawing parallels in astrological psychology, we
frequently find the unconscious imagery of dreams in the
Moon Node Chart and its eruption into present life is
often signalled by Natal and/or Nodal Age Progression
exacerbated by Transits.
According to Ira Progoff (1921-98), Jung’s ‘concept
of synchronicity was originally suggested to him by
his observations in studying the deep levels of the
Self, especially as he noted the correlation between the
movement of events within dreams and the style of
interpretation that he found in certain ancient, especially
oriental, scriptures and commentaries with respect to
changes of destiny in the course of human life’ (Jung,
Synchronicity and Human Destiny (1973), p. 3). Progoff,
an American psychotherapist who trained with Jung, is
best known for the ongoing Intensive Journal Method,
and Grove attended two of his journal workshops at key
turning points, the first when his Age Point had just crossed
the Low Point in house 4, and the second as it emerged
from the Low Point in house 9 at the time of his mother’s
death. These intensive workshops assisted the processing
of complex material from the depths in preparation for
a new phase of life experience, and the journal provides
the thread connecting dreams and symbols, showing a
way through the maze of the unconscious, while the Age
Point records their sequential order on the Life-Clock.
Jung’s posthumous Memories, Dreams, Reflections
(1961) provided the Hubers with autobiographical data
with which to illustrate the ebb and flow of the life cycle.
Memories and The Red Book (2009) recount Jung’s visions
of ‘rivers of blood’, symptomatic not only of personal
crisis but also of impending war, and his example inspired
Grove, many of whose dreams have ramifications in the
social and global context stretching well beyond the
critical personal moment, and their precognitive nature
becomes clearer with later reinterpretation.
One of the most fascinating parts of Grove’s life story,
and one of the most successful in terms of integrating
narrative, dream imagery, and astrological significators
concerns his relationship with his mother. Saturn in Virgo,
situated at the top of his chart, personifies an anxious
maternal presence hovering over him, but only attached
to other planets in his chart via a trine to the North Node.
So, in 1973, when his Age Point conjuncted the North
Node at the beginning of house 5, he dreamed that, like
the Fool of the Tarot, he was standing at the edge of a
cliff but that, instead of a knapsack on his back, he had
his mother. So he put her down and jumped across the
precipice alone, setting out on his hero’s journey (p. 73).

In his explorations of the anima – the feminine within
man – and the archetype of the Great Mother, Grove
emphasizes the roles of Saturn, Moon, and Venus and
presents a convincing case that makes interesting reading
and merits further research.
His description of the problems faced by the woman
who ‘becomes her “father’s daughter”, creating a bondage
to her animus with the idealized paternal preferences
taking priority over her own ego needs’, hence ‘a victim
of her own unconscious effect on men’ is also lucid and
perceptive (p. 75). In the example he gives, the animus
distortion is exacerbated by the woman’s unaspected Sun,
detaching the complex generated by an abusive father
figure from the rest of the aspect structure. Thankfully,
its self-destructive pattern was eventually turned around
through deep therapy and the story has a positive ending.
Less satisfactory is Grove’s attempt to relate such
issues specifically to harsh aspects between the masculine
planets Sun and Pluto/Mars. Although the position of the
Sun and its aspects describe the father, the conditions in
which a woman finds herself cast as an anima projection
of men in general, struggling to be taken seriously and
become her authentic self, usually involve distortions
to the softer planets of relationship like Moon and
Venus, thrown off balance by the detachment of Uranus,
glamour of Neptune, and intensity of Pluto. At the level
of personal contact, various issues are addressed by Louise
Huber’s meditational journeys of the Moon as emotional
ego, initially responding in the instinctual manner of its
exoteric sign ruler, meeting obstacles generated by the
opposite sign and its ruler and learning difficult lessons,
before returning to its natal sign attuned to its esoteric
ruler and centred in the soul (The Planets, pp. 239-284).
In addition, the difficulties experienced by a warm and
harmony-loving Venus combined with the powerful
intensity of Pluto cannot be ignored, and research being
done by a member of the Astrological Lodge of London
on rape victims, who have unwittingly attracted such
abuse, comes up with Venus/Pluto combinations time
and again.
There are some brilliant cameos in this study and a
key to planetary and sign glyphs would make it more
accessible to the psychotherapist who is not an astrologer.
For the astrologer unfamiliar with dream-work, Grove
introduces instructions on processing and categorizing
dreams that offer useful procedures for working with
material from the unconscious.
Attempts to streamline astrological content by linking
Jungian insights with teachings of the astrologer Maureen
Demot (1941-2001) and the Huber approach are not
entirely successful. For
example, at the bottom
of p. 43, Grove seems
to translate a diagram
that appears on p. 197
of Anthony Stevens’ On
Jung (1990) to describe

the attitudes and functions of an extraverted thinkingintuitive into an assertion that the North and East
hemispheres represent extraversion in an astrological
chart whereas South and West hemispheres are associated
with introversion. Jung’s mandalas shift, and astrological
charts do not align with a compass pointing towards the
North Pole. They almost invariably face South, looking
upwards to the noonday sun at the Medium Coeli (MC),
and the individuality axis in a Huber chart ascends from
the Imum Coeli (IC), midnight, or Northern angle deep
in the unconscious house 4 to house 10 on the most
exposed, outward-facing Southern angle at the top. The
Jungian polarities between intuition/fire and sensation/
earth or thinking/air and feeling/water enhance our
understanding of the elemental temperaments but do
not form oppositions in the astrological chart; they form
semi-sextiles, squares, and quincunxes, and an overload
of planets in one element countered by an absence of
planets in another can help us differentiate between
conscious personality and unconscious archetype. In
Grove’s chart, the steamrolling earth/fire dynamic
challenging stereotypical values and keen to share his
perspectives is represented by a quincunx from Sun in
Capricorn in house 2 to Pluto in Leo in house 8, giving
defining character to the 4-sided Ambivalence Figure
that dominates his aspect structure. Regarding the other
positive/negative polarity, Grove has 4 planets in air, and
the frequency of water imagery in his dreams compensates
for his lack of planets in water.
Jung’s theory of synchronicity as ‘an acausal
connecting principle’ evolved over many years, to cover
not only meaningful coincidences in time but also the
alchemical and unifying unus mundus outside time.
Although Maggie Hyde, in Jung and Astrology (1992),
explored synchronicity in some detail, relating it to
traditional and psychological astrology, she was dismissive
of esoteric astrology and ignored the Huber method
which, unlike the psychological astrology of Liz Greene,
is not ‘hopelessly mixed... with fairy tales, myths, dreams
and other oddities’ (The Astrology of Fate, p. 14, quoted
by Hyde on p. 92). Hyde nevertheless recognized that
synchronicity opens the way to new consciousness, as
does Grove insofar as it ‘attunes us to meaningful psychic
correspondences and goes beyond what is accepted in
prevailing empirically based psychotherapy’ (p. 10).
With consummate care, the Hubers blended their
astrological method with Assagioli’s psychosynthesis,
avoiding Jung’s mythological amplification while keeping
a spiritual perspective in mind, and, by developing three
charts as recommended by Alice Bailey for the New Age,
they established connections between Age Progression in
the Natal Chart, in accordance with the ticking clock of
life on earth, and Age Progression in the Moon Node
Chart, which is set in indeterminate time and may
equally well be representative of a shadowy landscape
illuminating recently repressed material or of a treasure
trove of ‘karmic inner resources, a gift from a former life’
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(Grove, p. 70). The Natal and Nodal Age Points, which
connect both the timed and the timeless principles in
synchronicity, converge every 36 years at the Crossing
Point. Sometimes the impact of the Crossing Point is
evident in external events, but at others it represents an
interior change. When writing about his Crossing Point
on 11 December 1997, Grove discovers that his vocation
‘lies in expressing the connections between the living and
the dead through dream messages’ and ‘sharing this kind
of knowledge’, and he is at his best when relating and
illustrating this ongoing process as new patterns of reality
formulate in consciousness.
A further dimension is referred to by Kieron Le
Grice, who states that ‘synchronicity is not only a dialogue
between the conscious self and the unconscious psyche, as one
might conclude when considering the purpose of dreams,
for example, but a dialogue between the self and the world,
between our rational mind and the mind of nature, as it
were. Indeed, synchronicities can actually be construed as
the symbolic revelation of deeper spiritual meaning within
nature, a form of revelation impelling the individual along
the path of individuation, furthering the realization of the

Inside the Cosmic Mind
Archetypal Astrology and the New
Cosmology
Floris Books, 2014

by Phoebe Wyss
Review by Sue Lewis*
Phoebe Wyss is an intuitive astrologer who has been
doing charts and regressions for many years. She runs the
Brighton and Hove Astrology Group, and has published
two previous books on astrology, a version of Hercules
Labours: The Evolutionary Path round the Horoscope,
following in the footsteps of Alice Bailey, and Virtual
Lives: The Animated Zodiac featuring twelve incarnating
souls as astrological archetypes. Her well-written books
combine mythology and sacred archaeology with doses
of imagination and playful humour. She has also devised
a game, ‘Lebensrad – Wheel of Life’, which has acted as a
catalyst for synchronicity in action.
In search of a plausible modern explanation as to why
astrology works, in 2006 she adopted archetypal astrology,
pioneered by Richard Tarnas, whose Cosmos and Psyche
(2006) takes the alignment of historical movements with
Great Conjunctions and planetary cycles to a whole new
level. His ideas have been expanded by Keiron Le Grice
* This book is available both as a paperback and on kindle. I
purchased the latter (cheaper) and encountered a few problems
insofar as there are no page numbers, many illustrative diagrams
are poorly reproduced, and the tables are blank black rectangles.
I have heard that books only available on kindle tend not to get
reviews and now I know why!
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Self ’ (The Archetypal Cosmos [2010], p. 127). Here we
move into the realm of the House Chart to consider what
the world might require of us.
Dreams and Astrological Psychology is a significant
book that raises a lot of issues and demonstrates how
dreams, imagination, and astrological psychology might
unite in developing a level of consciousness more attuned
to our evolving world. We are now into the second wave
of interest in transpersonal astrology, and astrological
psychology has all the essential ingredients for raising
consciousness and working with new dimensions. I
hope Grove will continue with this work and that other
astrological psychologists will be motivated to contribute
articles if not books to demonstrate the soundness and
wisdom of our method and the important role it can play
in evolving consciousness.
[Sue has also supplied a comprehensive list of errata which
are probably not of sufficient general interest to include in
this review - Ed.]
¤¤¤¤¤

in the densely philosophical Archetypal Cosmos (2010).
Jung’s concept of synchronicity – those momentous and
meaningful coincidences that create surprising links
between our outer and inner worlds – is put forward as
evidence that archetypes are more than psychological
principles and pertain to an underlying strata of the
phenomenal world. This book is a bold attempt to
demonstrate to scientists that the ancient science of
astrology is fully compatible with the postmodern
holographic paradigm, and it begins by citing Wolfgang
Pauli’s dialogue with C. G. Jung. Pauli commented
that ‘the flow of waves and particles on the quantum
level appeared to him much more like the workings
of a mind than of physical matter’. ‘So’, Phoebe asks,
‘what if both scientists were describing the same thing
in different terms, and Jung’s collective unconscious was
identical with the quantum level in subatomic physics?’
A contributory angle comes from Werner Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle, which shows that the observer of an
experiment cannot be impartial because s/he necessarily
colours what is being observed. Proof of the success of
her book may well depend upon whether scientificallyminded people, still wedded to ‘a linear, evolutionary
version of history’, will take the trouble to read it with
an open mind.
From quantum physics she moves back in time to
the ancient temples and tombs of England, Ireland, and
Egypt. Neolithic mathematicians in the British Isles were
using similar systems to the Egyptians and Babylonians
for aligning sacred monuments on earth with the annual
and diurnal cycles of Sun, Moon, and stars through the
heavens. These early civilizations lived in an ensouled

and interconnected cosmos resonating to the seasonal
round and passage from birth to maturity then death.
The fertility cult of Osiris in Egypt has its parallel in the
Green Man of Britain. Egyptian myths suggest that the
earliest forms of astrology were ‘archetypal, as they would
have developed in societies with top-down cosmologies’.
Le Grice writes:
Just as in our systems model of astrology in which the
pattern of the solar system can be understood in terms
of the number symbolism behind the various geometric
relationships between the planets, in the psyche the
archetypes, too, operate within a framework of numeric
and geometric patterns (pp. 163-64).
Working with numbers, Phoebe reminds us of their
divinity, of creation myths associated with number,
practical geometry and folklore, and of the importance
of the four elements and five solids. These were identified
by Plato as the building blocks of the universe and
associated with the elements by Pythagoras: the foursided pyramidal tetrahedron with fire; the six-sided
cube with earth; the eight-sided octahedron with air; the
twenty-sided icosahedron with water; and the twelvesided dodecahedron with ether and the life force. The
dodecahedron represents the zodiac, with its twelve faces
corresponding to the twelve signs. It is helpful to go back
to these basics and meditate on the elements, numbers,
and shapes we work with, contemplating how their
symbolic meanings have evolved.
According to archetypal astrology, ‘the structural
order of the psyche and the structural order of the
cosmos mirror each other’. This terminology is in tune
with the hermetic maxim, ‘as above, so below’, familiar
to all astrologers, as is the notion that parallels may be
drawn between astrological principles and archetypes as
forces of the collective unconscious. In Huber astrology
we associate archetypes with the twelve signs. Archetypal
astrology makes similar claims, but they also seem to
pop up everywhere, blurring the layers of interpretation
between houses, signs, planets, and aspect figures. So
I began to ask some searching questions about this
method of interpretation. Both Tarnas and Le Grice
carry the reader along with well presented historical
and philosophical arguments and comparisons, without
interpreting charts. Phoebe attempts to go one step
further and ground their theory by demonstrating an
archetypal approach to chart interpretation.
She writes:
Archetypal astrology differs from other forms of astrology in
being ‘top down’. In other words, the astrologer approaches
a chart from the top, from the twelve astrological
archetypes as transcendent principles, and moves down
from the upper hierarchical levels that contain the overall
meaning to particular chart components, which are
then understood within the context of meaning that the
overarching framework provides.

Most readers will know that archetypal astrology
is not unique in using a top down approach, and that
astrological psychology got there first. Richard Llewellyn
has always been very fond of the top down and bottom
up metaphor for illustrating how the universal Self seeks
manifestation in humanity, while human beings may
discover their purpose in the overall plan during transits
of the transpersonal planets. His diagram not only appears
in module 1 unit 3 of the APA Diploma Course but also
in the printed version of his Carter Memorial Lecture
(Astrological Journal, 43 [6], November/December 2001,
pp. 8-17 [p. 13]); and the two-way process is implicit in
the labelling of the egg diagram representing the evolution
of humanity on p. 12 of The Cosmic Egg Timer, although
the executive jargon has been omitted. Astrological
psychology differs from archetypal astrology in that it
advocates a two-way approach. Once we have looked
at the overall picture – and visualization of the cosmic
imprint at the time of birth is an important preliminary
to detailed chart interpretation – we need to consider
the parts, identify sub-personalities, and explore ways
in which conflicting energies might raise their game and
work together in concert. Whereas Le Grice elaborates
the path of individuation in the context of Joseph
Campbell’s hero myth (pp. 88-90), and emphasizes its
importance as preparation for greater tasks on behalf of
humanity and the cosmos, this concern does not feature
in any examples of archetypal astrology at work I have
seen so far.
Phoebe gives us an interpretation of the chart
of William Blake, who was born in London on 28
November 1757, at 19:45. You could not find a better
example of archetypal forces at work than in the life of
this revolutionary artist, poet, and esotericist, whose
Jerusalem – set to music by Sir Hubert Parry in 1916
– has become the English anthem at many sporting
fixtures, as well as at the Last Night of the Proms. I do not
buy Phoebe’s suggestion that she came upon the idea to
use his chart through synchronicity, because the choice is
too obvious and, by her own admission, she had already
done research on him for a Masters degree.
Like a Huber astrologer, she begins by presenting
his chart as an imprint of the sky above London at the
time of his birth, but without suggesting any overall
image to the reader. Blake was born with last degree of
Cancer ascending, Sun in 7° Sagittarius in H5, Moon
in 12° Cancer in H12, and Saturn in 17° Aquarius in
H7. Instead of Koch or birthplace houses, archetypal
astrology uses equal houses, so the MC/IC axis has no
cusp and stretches across H9/3, while Uranus moves back
from H9 to H8, and Jupiter moves over the cusp from
H4 into H5. The North Node is omitted and the wide
10° orbs for squares create a far-fetched achievement
triangle, camouflaging the separate linear aspect pattern
of Sun conjunct Jupiter in Sagittarius, conjunct Mercury
in Scorpio, and trine North Node in H1, which enables
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the Huber astrologer to instantly recognize the chart’s
lack of cohesion.
Following an overview of its geometrical composition,
and a potted biography, chart analysis begins. As Jupiter
is the exoteric ruler of Sagittarius, Sun the ruler of Leo,
and H5 the natural domicile of Leo, their conjunction is
described as a merging of the archetypal fields of Jupiter/
Sagittarius and Sun/Leo, and the reader, encouraged to
meditate at this stage, is provided with two conjoined
oval eyes containing keywords. A similar exercise is
recommended to get a sense of Moon in Cancer in
H12 by merging the archetypal fields Moon/Cancer
with Neptune/Pisces – and if these aren’t the kinds of
piecemeal building-blocks supposedly used by nonarchetypal astrology I don’t know how else I would define
them! This exercise does, however, lead into a brilliant
exposition of the dichotomy between the eternal wrath
of his fiery Sun and the eternal pity of his watery Moon
that were fundamental to Blake’s character.
This book gives the scientist many good reasons
for recognizing that astrology has much in common
with quantum physics, Jungian archetypes, and
archaeoastronomy, and acts as an effective connecting
principle between the living cosmos and the earth
and its inhabitants. Its approach can be presented
entertainingly in a lecture, as Richard Tarnas did at the
Astrological Association Conference 2013 by focusing
on the components of a chart that make a comedian
funny. A recent lecture on YouTube, ‘The Astrology of
Synchronicity in Healing Relationships’, by Yvonne
Smith Klitsner, gives examples of how synchronicity
can deepen the sessions between therapist and client,
illustrated by charts showing connecting planets and

The Dream of the Cosmos
A Quest for the Soul
Dorset: Archive Publishing, 2013

by Anne Baring
Review by Sue Lewis
This is one of the most significant
publications to emerge during the last eighteen
months. This massive tome of over 500 pages begins
with her personal story as a Jungian analyst, co-author
of Myth of the Goddess, and member of Scientific and
Medical Network, and covers many critical issues for
our planet and cosmos. As she writes:
Anyone who enters the lonely path of individuation,
through whatever door, is drawn to respond to the
suffering of the world. Working at this deep level for
many years creates a bridge between two dimensions
of reality. Through this work we are connected more
deeply not only to the life of this planet but to the
invisible dimension of the Cosmos (pp. 260-61).
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aspects in their respective charts. Again the emphasis
is on synchronicity, meaningful coincidences that can
become constellations for new growth, and there is not
much chart interpretation. According to Klitsner, Uranus
is the governing archetype, and she acknowledges that
not all her examples of therapists and clients who started
off with unusually similar stories were able to continue
working in therapy.
When using Huber astrology to explore synchronicities
we may find corresponding alignments between age
progression in a natal or nodal chart, representing the
inner journey, and planetary transits from the collective.
John Grove gives us an amazing example (Dreams and
Astrological Psychology, p. 83), and one from my chart
appears in Joyce Hopewell’s Using Age Progression (pp.
68-69). An external agency who acts as a catalyst in
such situations may well not be able to assist with the
healing process, and a constellating pattern generates its
own interior cohesion. Jung’s experiments with couples
were inconclusive as a result of Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle. At the end of the day, synchronicity reinforces
the hermetic maxim, ‘as above, so below’, but contributes
little to character interpretation.
In my view, archetypal astrology is heavily utopian
and pays insufficient attention not only to individual
health and wholeness but also to the power of instinct
and the archetypal shadow in its many manifestations.
By contrast, Anne Baring’s Dream of the Cosmos does
tackle these issues with honesty, which is why it is of
great relevance to us, and the sense of purpose and call to
service that underpins astrological psychology.
¤¤¤¤¤

Starting with her early life and intrepid cultural
overseas journeys in the 1950s, she calls for the
reawakening of the feminine soul in the wake of
contemporary battlefields, planetary pillage, and global
warming, delving deeply into the shadow-lands of
corporate power, militant religion, dishonest politics,
and sadistic entertainment. Baring is concerned with
the soul of the cosmos and those ‘subtle fields of
reality which are imperceptible to our normal level of
consciousness and the instruments so far devised by
science’ (p. 378) but not with astrology as a means of
interpreting the interrelationship between microcosm
and macrocosm. Nevertheless, parallels can be drawn
between her preoccupation with humanity’s triple
focus the three charts of the Huber system:
•

Our inheritance from the timeless past, with
its unconscious and often destructive patterns
concealing hidden treasure, as depicted by the
Moon Node Chart;

•

•

Our evolving personalities seeking validation,
fulfilment, self-knowledge and spiritual integrity,
drawing on the potential of our Natal Chart; and

Our interface with the worldly environment, as
we navigate round its traps and temptations until
we find our way of serving humanity through the
House Chart.
This monumental volume, which took twenty years
to write, is full of quotations from historical sources
and key alternative texts of the last fifty years or so.
Although it is beautifully written in a lyrical style,
complemented by Robin Baring’s illustrations and
woodcuts from classics, it could have benefited from
judicious editorial pruning here and there, because
there is some repetition. Nevertheless, it fully merits
the time and effort, because it is so courageous,
does not shirk difficulties, and understands that ‘the
instinctive intelligence active and innate within the whole
evolutionary process on this planet and the archetypal
patterns or fields which give rise to the specific forms and
DNA patterning’ are equally germane ‘to the evolution of
consciousness in our own species’ (pp. 24-25).
In Anne Baring’s view, participation mystique
expresses ‘an instinct for relationship and connection
rather than a concept or an idea’ (p. 25). Astrologically,
one might equate such participation with the function
of the sensory planets or of Saturn as the subtle body
rather than with airy and conceptual Uranus, and I
suddenly understood why, when the Hubers created
their version of The Seven Rays, they had to replace
Alice Bailey’s selection of Uranus for the seventh ray
by visionary Jupiter in touch with the earth. Not that
either I or the author seek to downplay the impact of
conceptual ideas about the soul of the cosmos, but they
do not substitute sensory experience or feeling gnosis,
and there needs to be a balance in which the voice
of the feminine earth is fully acknowledged, so that
we can uncover the shadow and ‘distinguish between
negative projections and the reality of evil’ (p. 289).
Chapter 12 ‘The Shadow: the Dragon and the
Primordial Soul’ begins and ends with Jung’s words:
‘One does not become enlightened by imagining figures
of light, but by making the darkness conscious’ (pp. 26791). The shadow is used ‘in a general sense, to describe
the unrecognized dimension of the soul’, and
in a personal sense... unconscious patterns of behaviour
which may affect us and others in negative ways...
complexes... diminished potential which exist below
the threshold of our conscious awareness and which
may, with insight and recall, become accessible...
Through the unconscious shadow we are connected to
deeper levels of the collective unconscious where the

behaviour patterns of our species are stored in a kind
of memory database, ready to be activated when they
are called forth by events (pp. 267-68)
The dragon personifies instinct, which is ‘the creative
power of life’, identified by Jung with the primordial
soul that has become increasingly fragmented as the
conscious ego has lost contact with the sanctity of the
earth and the cosmos. Dissociation has resulted in fear,
and fear of becoming prey breeds predators, creating
a pattern that generates evil in all walks of life. The
survival of our species might therefore depend upon
our recognition of ‘the genesis of evil within ourselves’
and concerted effort to raise this darkness into the light
of consciousness (p. 291).
This book not only encompasses the personal story
of Anne Baring from post-war to contemporary times,
it also relates the transformative spirit of an age with all
its aspirations and its pitfalls.
The final section, ‘Stellar Consciousness:
Transformation and Final Participation’, is a tour
de force that delivers bold conclusions. Concerning
spiritual alchemy,
Where Christianity taught that the Redeemer is outside
us and that our redemption (as Christians) has been
assured by Christ’s sacrificial death, Jung realized that
the secret science of alchemy taught that the alchemist
can become the redeemer of the lost aspect of spirit
hidden within himself and nature, working with spirit
to accomplish this redemption (p. 463).
Life after death is related to several traditions, and
supported by recent accounts of near death experience.
Our bodies correspond to three orders of reality – our
physical body in the material world; our soul-body that
can create form through thought and imagination; and
spirit bodies within the soul corresponding to higher
levels of the spiritual world – in successive stages of
transition (pp. 517-18). Light and love are the pulse of
the cosmos and ‘healing the wounded heart of humanity
is about cherishing in every sense’ (p. 531). Baring
dreams of ‘an enlightened humanity engaging in a new
role on this planet: a role that is in harmony with the
evolutionary intention of the Cosmos and is no longer
driven by the quest for power...’ (p. 536). She ends on
a high note with an optimistic dream, shared by many
of us, that – despite the continuing resurgence of evil
in warfare, epidemics, domestic violence, and so on –
we are reconnecting with that extended consciousness
known to shamans and becoming participants in the
redemption of humanity and our earth.
¤¤¤¤¤
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Cosmos, Chaosmos and Astrology
Rethinking the Nature of Astrology
Sophia Centre Press, 2014

by Bernadette Brady
Review by Sue Lewis
Bernadette Brady’s latest book takes
a step down from the cosmic aspirations of Wyss and
Baring to present a more practical view of astrology as
neither a pseudo-science nor a spiritual subject but is
instead a product of human desire to domesticate chaos, a
blending of the chaosmic notion of sumpatheia with the
cosmic surety of heavenly numbers (p. 2).
This application of astrology ‘to domesticate chaos’
is fully in keeping with the marriage of astrology with
psychosynthesis, and the role of astrological knowledge
and counselling on the path of individuation which may
eventually open up a spiritual dimension.
In her earlier book, Astrology, A Place in Chaos
(2006), Bernadette compares astrological practice with
chaos theory and asks whether astrology is an orderly
and linear cosmic science seeking a causal agent, or a
method of interpreting the relationship between sky and
earth defined by chaotic and cyclical creation myths? In
this latest monograph, pioneering a series of published
dissertations by Sophia Centre graduates, she introduces
the concept of chaosmos, which was coined by James
Joyce in Finnegans Wake (1939).
More often than not, creation myths begin with
chaos as the creative source, the abyss from which cosmos
arises with beauty, order, and reason. In ensuing battles,
cosmos is represented by a sky god, hero, or saint, and
chaos by a dragon or a serpent. Traditionally they were
seen as opposing forces across a single axis, a perspective
challenged by Joyce, for whom chaos had its own nature
of being. Hence, chaosmos emerges from the void to
create spontaneous, complex, and progressive cyclical
order. A related notion is Stoic sympatheia, which is
similar to Pythagorean harmonia, and this chaosmic
force arises through ‘being impregnated with a web of
connectivity which binds all to everything’ (p. 10).
The reader might be forgiven for asking how the
chaosmic interconnected web differs from the cosmic
interconnected web as understood in the two previous
book reviews. Crucially, it is explained that the concept
of cosmos has changed from being indicative of a ‘stable
state of intellect and logical order’, as in the time of Plato,
and now resembles a ‘meaningful place in which humanity
is an active participant’ (pp. 10 and 12). Whether we are
talking about a chaosmos or an archetypal cosmos, our
astrological approach combines cosmic numbers with
connectivity.
Bernadette traces back chaos as creation to ancient
Mesopotamia, which is interesting because, although
astrological psychology is not much into mythology,
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Bruno considered that esoteric astrology began in that
part of the world (Astrology and the Seven Rays, p. 17).
The Mesopotamians developed a visual format ‘where the
observable world was read as a flowing, interchanging
relationship between the life on earth and the sky’ (p.
57). They
viewed the planets as members of a community, each
with their own property, status, and sphere of influence
and, like members of a human community, seeking and
owing favours to other planets (p. 62).
This human face of astrology was subjected to
Aristotelian principles by Claudius Ptolemy, linear
rationalism by the Catalan scholastic and theologian
Ramon Llull, given extra divisive aspects to accommodate
geometrical distance by Johannes Kepler, stripped down
to midpoint trees by Reinhold Ebertin, and reduced
to statistics by Michel Gauquelin, increasingly losing
touch with the connective web of sympatheia in a bid
to find a way of showing that it was scientific. Then
Michael Shallis suggested that astrology belonged to a
different worldview, and both Bernadette Brady and
Phoebe Wyss aim to demonstrate that it does, and that
this worldview of astrology – which has existed since the
ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt – can be
accommodated into a postmodern scientific paradigm.
The term chaos found its way into classical science in
1975, with reference to situations where small variables
produced random results unsuitable for study using
reductionist methodology. By the 1990s, economists,
companies, and health experts were applying the term to
stagnating or entropic systems that could be destabilized
by feedback into a state of deterministic chaos so that
they started producing new patterns, and the amount of
disturbance could be moderated or domesticated:
This domestication of chaos is more aptly described
as complexity, discovered as the state of liminality which
exists in the place between the abyss of chaos and the
order of cosmos, and now seen as the place of creation
(p. 81).
Fractals, the visual graphs of complexity, show life’s
repetitive daily rituals (iteration), and similar behaviour
patterns over many spheres of life (scale invariance),
including family trauma across the generations of a
family, to which there may be twists and turns and
opportunities for change. The practice of rituals has been
linked to fractals and their emerging patterns with strange
attractors, so parallels with astrology are not hard to find.
In exploring the chaosmological nature of astrology,
Bernadette follows in the footsteps of scholars in
philosophy, religion, literature, music and art. When I
googled chaosmos to see what else might come up, a new
catastrophe game, in which players are secret agents topped
the list: http://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/142830/
chaosmos. Only the person holding the Ovoid, or cosmic
egg, will survive the next big bang – over to those of you
with geeky children and grandchildren!
¤¤¤¤¤

Maverick UK Politicians
Can you see in these charts any common features between these UK political leaders who have a reputation as mavericks
and as being in some way ‘authentic’.
Boris Johnson
19.06.1964, 14:00, New York, USA
Rating: A

Nigel Farage
03.04.1964, 16:30.Farnborough,
England
Rating: A

Alex Salmond
31.12.1954, 16:30, Linlithgow,
Scotland
Rating: AA
Source of data: www.astro.com
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